
Replacement translucent film for the                 LL LR8830
LL LR7824                     

Replacement translucent film for the                 LL LR8833
LL LR7836                                                                    

The ePhotomaker has been designed for eBay and other online auction users looking to
improve their images. Having well-lit photos with accurate colours can make the
difference between selling or not selling a product. The ePhotomaker features a diffusing
fabric on one side to soften the light and a reflector to fill in the shadows on the other
side. All you need to provide is an ordinary domestic desk lamp. The ePhotomaker kit
includes an EzyBalance grey card to control colours and exposure resulting in
photographs with crisp white backgrounds. The kit also includes a tabletop tripod.

ePhotomaker

Ideal for selling products on the web

Supplied with a blue gel to simulate
daylight lighting conditions

Collapsible - easy to store

Built in reflector on one side, diffuser on
the other side

Kit contains ePhotomaker, EzyBalance,
Blue daylight gel, clips and Tripod

Features

ePhotomaker Small Kit                                    LL LR2484

ePhotomaker Small Kit                                    LL LR2482

(Black interior)

ePhotomaker Large Kit                                    LL LR3684

Specifications

ePhotomaker Code

ePhotomaker kit contains:
•   ePhotomaker
•   EzyBalance ‘Point and Shoot’ (grey surface only)
•   Tabletop tripod
•   Blue daylight gel with clips

LiteTable

Available in two sizes

Includes an acrylic top surface for
heavier items up to 8kg

Includes a translucent background Film
to create an infinity curve

FeaturesThe Lastolite still life table “LiteTable” will revolutionize your product photography with its
ease of use and light control. It can be assembled in minutes (without the use of any
screws, bolts or allen keys!) and folds flat into a handy carry case when not in use,
making it ideal for occasional use and location work. The unique patented design allows
the photographer to control the light distribution underneath the table by positioning the
light in different ways, creating graduated backgrounds or a completely even tone. With
gels the creative possibilities are endless. Many of these techniques have previously
been difficult with conventional light tables as they have open sides underneath. 

Specifications

Size

LiteTable        70cm x 70cm x 150cm               LL LR7824
                       (28” x 28” x 60”)                                   

LiteTable        100cm x 100cm x 180cm           LL LR7836
                       (39” x 39” 72”)                                      

Code

With illuminated LiteTable base

Without illuminated LiteTable base

CodeLiteTable Accessories

LiteTable


